LERY-POSES IN NORMANDY

an exceptional pool
THE INFRASTRUCTURES OF THE SEINE-EURE DISTRICT

Games Preparation Centres

1. Maison des sports et des associations
   - athlétisme olympique
   - esgrime

2. Stade Jesse Owens
   - athlétisme olympique et paralympique

3. Parc des loisirs de Léry-Poses en Normandie
   - Bassin d'aviron:
     - aviron olympique et paralympique
     - canoë kayak sprint
     - canoë paralympique
THE ROWING POOL LOCATION

The pool in 6 steps:

1. Dimensions allowing for training and international competitions
2. Accessible by sea or road
3. No fuss, landscaped riverbanks
4. Tree curtain, plant screen with windbreak effect
5. Natural stands at the finish
6. Connected to the Seine
Mesnil Lake
Youth and Sport Centre
Lake of the Two Lovers
Rowing and canoeing pool
Access to the Seine
1.5 km to the pool
2.5 km to the Seine
1.5 km to the pool
Rowing and canoeing pool
A POOL WITH INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS

DIMENSIONS
- Length: 2085 m
- Width: around 105 m

Equipment
- Internal fibre optic network
- Electrical outlets

On the following points:
START / 500 m / 750 m / FINISH

- Concrete slabs for modular structures:
  Each slab is equipped with a terminal including an RJ45 / 2 x 16A sockets / 2 x 32A sockets (water point for the slab opposite the arrival)
LATEST GENERATION EQUIPMENT

**Automatic starters**
Within the framework of the Olympic Games Preparation Centre, the Syndicat Mixte has automatic departures for the training of competitors. These starts will also be used for national rowing and canoeing competitions.

**Finishing lap**
A finishing lap of 40 m² on two floors including a press area and a referee area during competitions. This finishing lap has a dual purpose, to accommodate:
- officials during competitions
- coaches during team training periods
A DEDICATED BOATHOUSE

Secure storage
Storage capacity to safely accommodate expensive competition boats.
A fitness area
The Games Preparation Centre includes:
- a weight training room
- a physiotherapy room of approximately 291 m²
- an infirmary.
QUALITY SPORTS ACCOMMODATION

For the comfort of athletes
In order to welcome the sports delegations in an appropriate standard of comfort, our accommodation is completed by a building comprising:

- **15 rooms** equipped with shower, WC
- **1 meeting and debriefing room** adapted to the sports world.
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